
Industry-leading digital coupon solution 
Digital coupons are increasingly becoming a powerful tool for shopper engagement for retailers. Imagine a world  
where you understand the needs of your customers and as a result offer the most relevant coupon promotions at  
the most opportune moments. Imagine having comprehensive analytics available to help drive in-store traffic,  
grow share and increase customer loyalty. 

Imagine no more. NCR and Inmar have joined together to provide an unprecedented digital coupon solution that  
provides retailers a best-in-class platform which seamlessly integrates with your existing loyalty ecosystem. Keep pace  
with the new digital economy by providing your retail customers the coupons they desire while keeping your finger  
on the pulse of customer loyalty.

The stakes are too high to continue operating disparate solutions; it’s time that you had an industry changing digital  
coupon solution that provides an integrated view of your loyalty programs.

I AM  
NCR AND INMAR
Joint Digital Coupon Solution

For more information,  
visit www.ncr.com, or email retail@ncr.com.



•	 Instantly connect retailers & brands to consumers 

•	 End-to-end redemption & relationship management 

•	 Distribute coupons via multiple digital channels 

•	 Actionable insight with real-time shopper analytics  

•	 Increased promotion security with paperless coupons 

•	 Cloud-based, real-time commerce 

•	 Execute targeted and relevant campaigns 

•	 Comprehensive analytics & reporting 

•	 Consumer-friendly coupon access options such as,  
load-to-card, clip onto mobile and social media.

NCR continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. NCR, therefore, reserves the right to change 
specifications without prior notice. 

All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by NCR in all parts of the world. Consult your NCR 
representative or NCR office for the latest information.
 
All brand and product names appearing in this document are trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of their  
respective holders.
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Key features

End-to-end digital coupon solution  
NCR and Inmar have designed an optimal joint solution, which is highly consolidated and uniquely versatile. This solution 
accommodates the needs of the entire digital coupon value chain, seamlessly integrating digital coupons into your retail 
business and leveraging your existing loyalty system. 

Greater engagement with consumers 
A proven consumer engagement tool that provides the convenience that consumer’s expect; reliably, securely, and affordably. 
This platform empowers retailers to execute timely and targeted promotional campaigns and works to effectively match 
relevant offers with shopper data, and deliver these offers through preferred digital touch points. 

One view of shopper loyalty and promotions 
This solution provides comprehensive redemption and relationship management with detailed promotion analytics along  
with settlement and clearing processes. Users can leverage sophisticated real-time shopper analytics, providing actionable 
insights into consumer behavior patterns which are invaluable for developing real-time shopper conversion strategies. 

Integrate into your business easily 
This cloud-based real-time solution seamlessly executes from offer distribution, acquisition, redemption and settlement. 
Implementation is easy as this solution requires no special development investment, and provides the flexibility to “test” 
digital promotions.


